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FORMAT: CD
LABEL: Massacre Records
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RUNNING TIME: 67:13 Minutes
MUSIC STYLE: Progressive Rock/Metal
HOMECOUNTRY: Italy
BARCODE: 4028466108432
RELEASE DATE: 06.12.2013
LINE-UP:								
Andrea Rampa - Vocals, Keyboards & Synths
Davide Ronfetto - Guitar, Vocals, Programming
Alessandro Spagnuolo - Bass & Double Bass
Luca Spagnuolo - Electric & Classic Guitar
Salvo Amato - Drums & Percussions

TRACKLISTING:
1.Among The Fields Of Rust
2.Waxhopes
3.Losing Time
4.Love Moan
5.Burning The Air
6.Sacrifice
7.Social Contract
8.The Secret Garden
9.Run With Me
10.Out Of The Blue
11.High Waters

FACTS:
- The debut album by the Italian Progressive Rock/Metal quintet RUSTFIELD.
- Available for an attractive NEWCOMER PRICE!
- Music which entwines classic heavy metal with electronic and psychedelic ambiences and acoustic and melodic pieces
of work, merging with rhythmical joints pertaining to a more progressive style.
- Special guests featured on the debut album: JOHN MACALUSO (Symphony X, ex-Y.J. Malmsteen) on drums,
FEDERICA DE BONI (White Skull) on vocals, DOUGLAS R. DOCKER (Docer’s Guild, ex-Biloxi) on keyboards.
- Album preview available on the band’s YouTube channel.
- Album track-by-track commentary available on YouTube.
- Full page advertising campaign in November/December/January with Ewigheim, Crystal Ball, Hatriot et al. in Metal
Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Sonic Seducer (D), Blast! (D), Legacy (D), Aardschok (NL), Hard Rock (F), Metallian (F),
Terrorizer (GB), Gothic (D), Nachtaktiv (D), Rock It! (D)
- Internet promotion including web banners, interviews and reviews: soulfood-music.de, Powermetal.de, Metal.de,
Wallsoffire.com, Stalker.cd, Vampster.com, Laut.de, Metal-Inside.de, Metalglory.de, Myrevelations.de and others!
- News campaign in web 2.0 for example on - MetalFlirt, Wer Kennt Wen, Studi/MeinVZ, Lokalisten, Kwick, MetalCon
BIOGRAPHY:
RUSTFIELD was born in 2007 from an „idea in odd tempos“ conceived by Davide Ronfetto, composer and professional
guitarist and all-round musician skilled on many instruments. He was immediately joined by his old time friend Andrea Rampa,
who is a singer, even though he pretends to be an aerospace engineer.
The two comrades in arms soon started to compose music and write lyrics, mastering the ephemeral concept of progressive music
by intertwining very different ambiences together:
With an unfaltering fast and heavy soul pertaining to heavy metal mixing with electronic music, rhythmical progressive tricks and
typical sounds of a more psychedelic nature, never forgetting song‘s catchiness!
RUSTFIELD built up as a project cunningly guided by two heads, Davide and Andrea, who, with the composition of many demo
songs, were quickly joined by other talented musicians in order to bring their music to life. In the early months of 2011, the lineup was complete and the band played their first live shows on Italian and foreign stages.
However the going really got tough in April 2013, when the guys signed with the German label Massacre Records, in order to
release their debut album „Kingdom of Rust“!
This first official album encompasses every facet of inspiration of RUSTFIELD: the powerful heavy metal soul, the evanescent
melodies of psychedelic music, complex progressive rhythms and fascinating electronic sounds, all bound together and
encapsulated in eleven tracks for more than an hour of music.
Moreover, the debut album features many special guests such as John Macaluso (Symphony X, ex-Y.J. Malmsteen) on drums,
Federica De Boni (White Skull) on vocals, and Douglas R. Docker (Docker’s Guild, ex Biloxi) on keyboards!
Right now RUSTFIELD are working hard to bring their music on performing stages all over the world!

